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About This Game

This version on Steam is the Director's Cut version that has additional content and features from the original Japanese release, all
thanks to our Kickstarter backers. You can switch to Japanese by pressing the J key on your keyboard, or back to English with the E

key.

fault is a series of Science Fantasy Cinematic Novels using a unique 3D Camera system for a visually immersive reading
experience, which follow the story of a princess named Selphine and her Royal Guardian Ritona. When a sudden assault

devastates their homeland of Rughzenhaide, the two are forced to escape… but somehow end up teleported into an unknown
forest full of vegetation they don’t recognize. The atmosphere is thick and heavy. There is no sign of life, which is very unusual

for such a lush forest. Something is wrong about the land… But they are too startled to notice what.

Who were the attackers and what was their goal?
Where did Selphine and Ritona end up?

Will the two make it home safely?
And more importantly, what has happened to their homeland?

Follow Selphine, the bubbly, happy-go-lucky Princess and her sharp-witted but slightly misanthropic Royal Guardian Ritona, on
their journey of a lifetime back to their homeland of Rughzenhaide.

fault's episodes are called "milestones" and scheduled to be released periodically, created by ALICE IN DISSONANCE,
brought to you by Sekai Project.
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This isn't a bad game at all. It's one of the greatest shooters of all time and 10 years later it still holds up. From what I hear this
game is also used more of a tool rather than a game as a benchmark for pc gaming rigs. It even gives some modern gpus a run
for their money barely passing 60 fps. High end rigs back then could barely run this, let alone at MAX. Truly a testament of it's
time. But that's not why I give this game a negative review. Don't let my playtime fool you, I have the original retail copy of this
game and wanted a digital copy. It's the only reason I got the Steam version. The steam version of the game is just terrible. It
uses 3rd party DRM (SecuROM) that is not equipped to run on modern operating systems like Windows 8 or Windows 10. It
doesn't work because it doesn't include the x64 files to work on newer windows OS, unless you own the retail copy. My retail
copy works fine on Windows 7 with no problems what so ever. The Steam version works on Windows 7 however if you spend a
little bit of time in the menu section or when you pause it, the game freezes. There is no need for 3rd party DRM since Steam is
already the DRM. My advice, get this game on GOG instead. DO NOT bother with the Steam or Origin version of the game.
The game is a 10/10 but the Steam version is a 3/10.

Buy it here instead:
https://www.gog.com/game/crysis. This can hit you in every feels you didn't even know you had. So much heart for a little
game! I thoroughly enjoyed it.. I first tinkered around with the demo and liked what it did with the character, there is a scene
where you get to select equipment and also clothing and amusingly the choice of clothing does matter, so bought the game. The
narrative is a kind of detective story in a fantasy setting and it also caters to LBQT, if you want it to, which is nice. You can
import your save from this game into Sordwin : The Evertree Saga and it has an interesting effect on the subsequent narrative. I
look forwards to the third sequel in this setting.. It has a really nice detailing of the bus. A fairly short platformer with portal-
esque controls, great artistic design, and a killer soundtrack. Given that it's developed in unity it does have some
glitches\/problems but that is to be expected other than that it's great, so check this game out if you get the chance!. Bing. Beeng
boom, de, bong.
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Among the Sleep is a unique experience. It's a short game, but that gives you the type of experience you would hope all games
could provide. You are a toddler. You can walk or crawl, crawling being faster but with limited view, or you can run but for just
a short while before you fall and crawl again. You can climb up on chairs, drawers, and other platforms as well. During the
course of the game you will go through 4 chapters collecting memories and from time to time you have to hide or not get caught
by a monster who lurks in just about each level.

The overall story that this short game tells, the graphic style, the sounds and music all make for a very enjoyable complete
package. As a horror game, or at least an intensified adventure experience, it actually does really well too. The lighting creates a
great atmosphere and mixed with the sounds and the music, it does create some haunting situations.

Overall, I really liked this game, came back and completed the achievements which has you mainly collecting drawings made
with crayons. If the price is below $10 bucks, definitely worth the time to load up and play. It's not perfect, nor is it too difficult
or physically intense like a shooter would be. It's very well constructed walking simulator with a few platforming puzzles mixed
in, but the overall message and storyline will truly make you think. Great game, pick it up.. ok not the best game but worth a try
needs to add RELOADING! also most servers are dead you are lucky to even get 3 people on a server. Played with my friend
for about two hours. It actually got quite fun trying different classes to achieve my objective. AI SUCKS THO.. I'm so excited
to be able to have a copy of (I Fell In Love With) The Majesty Of Colors on my computer forever! I've loved it since I first
encountered it on Kongregate lo these many years ago. It's a fantastic little conceptual thing, and the remaster is totally true to
the experience I remember in my browser, only better. Highly recommended, and I'm delighted to be able to throw a few dollars
at the devs in recompense for all the years I've adored it.. Seemed like 5m in & Nope ... done. Uninstalled. Don't know what I
was thinking.. This is a pretty simple game, which I completed in 40 minutes, so I'll keep the review short.

I bought, started, finished, and reviewed this game all in the same hour. That being said, it was a nice way to sit down, breathe,
and relax on my final day of final exams. The music is very nice and soothing; it matches the style of the game. The varying
maze colors and backgrounds were a nice touch as well. Some of the backgrounds were slightly visually disturbing, due to color
or pattern contrast, but nice overall. The achievements are a little messed up, as you get two for starting the game, and then
essentially nine more, three at the same exact time each time you pass the easy/medium/hard set. For some reason if your ball
gets caught on the sides you slow down, which can be annoying in the larger mazes, but fine overall. The maze design wasn't
super unique or clever, but kept a nice relaxed pace.

In conclusion, a nice cheap game for you to relax with. Unlike me, you don't have to speed through it.
8/10
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